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Senate committee
kills ERA proposal
COLUMBUS (API - A Senate
committee yesterday killed an Ohio
proposal to adopt the Equal Rights
Amendment
The vote of the Senate Financial
Institutions Insurance and Elections
Committee was 6-3
The vote came only a few minutes
alter AFL-CIO President Frank King,
whose organization opposed the
proposal, said there were five negative
votes on the nine-member committee
The vote was an unexpected setback
for Sen. Marigene Valiquette iD-U.

Toledo), a member of the committee
as well as a follower of King on most
legislative matters.
The committee defeated 5-4 a motion
to delay the vote on the U.S. Constitutional Amendment proposal until
May 1. when the General Assembly
returns from a 10-day Easter recess

Matia fought the proposal to delay
the House-passed resolution until May
1. noting that it had been before the
legislature for two years
"Another two weeks is not going to
make any difference." he said
Valiquette argued extra time was
needed to contact other legislators.

SEN. PAUL R
M .it i.i (R-25
Westlake) finally offered the motion to
recommend the bill for passage. It was
seconded by Sen Thomas A. Van
Meter (R-19 Ashland) Both voted
against it.

She contended that nine senators
were deciding the fate of an issue that
should be put before 33-member
Senate
The issue originated and died in the
Senate two years ago.
Voting for the motion to kill the
resolution were Sens Matia. Van
Meter. M Morris Jackson (D-21
Cleveland). Anthony F Novak (D-23
Cleveland) and Amce W Johnson (R-21
Auroral.
The favorable votes came from
Valiquette. Corts and Aronoff. who had
been considered an opponent

SBO elections
declared valid
The Student Arbitration Board
iSAB) yesterday ruled unanimously
that the Student Body Organization
iSBO> elections of Feb 28 are valid,
denying a request by William Hoyle.
junior (B.A ). to declare the elections
unconstitutional.
Hoyle was the presidential candidate
for the Young Socialist Ticket < YST)
He said the elections should be
declared invalid and new ones held
because he was not permitted to
canvass door-to-door in Prout Hall on
Sunday. Feb. 25. three days before the
election.
Hoyle also charged that a meeting
held the day before the election
between the five presidential
candidates and I)r Richard Eakin.
vice provost of student affairs, was
undemocratic."
He said because the meeting
included only the five presidential
candidates, "it did not represent the
views of many of the independent
candidates, other ticket candidates and
concerned dormitory residents "
In an opinion handed down by
Arbitration Board. Rick Schultz. chief
justice, said:
"It is the decision of Student
Arbitration Board that the Student
Body elections of Feb 28. 1973 are
valid as the board has determined that
all candidates were subject to the
same policies set forth by the
Elections and Opinions Board."
However. Schultz included in the
opinion a request to Dr. Eakin. that
political candidates in future elections
be allowed to canvass door-to-door in
University residence halls.
SCHULTZ SAID Dr Eakin and
Raymond Whittaker. dean of students
and coordinator of student services,
favor allowing student candidates to

campaign door-to-door
dormitories in the future.

in

the

Schultz said there would probably be
some restrictions on the policy if it did
go into effect He suggested that a man
would probably have to be
accompanied by a woman escort if
campaigning door-to-door in a
women s residence hall
Hoyle could not be reached (or
comment on the decision.

TECHNICALLY, the committee
could bring the matter before it again
within two legislative days-May 3 at
earliest-if a member who voted on the
prevailing side changed his or her mind
and made a motion to reconsider
Committee members, however,
indicated that was unlikely considering
the vote margin
"It is hard to get four people at this
stage to change their mind." a
member said. "They don't want to go
through all this again."

Taking
if easy

.by CarfSaM
Y*tt*rday was on* of thot* days whin a loiiuroly bike rid* s««m»d Ilk* on* of
»b* b*»t oullots for forgetting about worri*» and frustrationi. But for Jo*
Trykowsky, junior (B.A.), the c*m*nt bench was just a little mor* inviting.

Athletic recruiting: a waiting game
Editor's Mte: The following Is (he lasl
of ■ three-Bart series aboat recraltlag
alga irbool athletei to baud wtaalag
sports programs.
By Jack O'Breia
Asslstaat Sports Editor
Football coach Don Nehlen has the
most extensive recruiting program of
the four University coaches
interviewed
Within a few weeks, the football staff
will begin sending letters to every high
school coach in the state asking for the
names of top players who will be
seniors this coming season. The staff
receives about a 50 per cent response
to these letters.
After receiving the coach's
evaluation, the University football
staff follows up with a guidance form
sent to the high school counselor for
evaluating the athlete recommended
by the coach. The guidance counselor
gives his opinion of the athlete both
academically and from an attitude
standpoint.

"At this point (May-June) we know
who the coach thinks is a good player
and what the guidance counselor has to
say." Nehlen said. "We have a cross
check."
THE NEXT STEP is for the prospect
to receive a packet of various publications from the University.
He will hear from the University at
least three times during the summer,
including a personal letter from
Nehlen. Individuals who are definitely
prospects will receive four to five
mailings plus at least one personal
letter from the University recruiter
and one personal letter from Nehlen.
The football staff will then branch
out to cover one of the six areas into
which the state is divided for
recruiting purposes
In early August before the
University begins football practice, the
staff will visit high schools and observe
a prospect in two-a-day summer
workouts. This takes about a week
"We then compile a list of blue-chip
athletes, the ones that can't miss."
Nehlen said "We immediately start to

recruit these blue chippers They are
the toughest to recruit because
everyone knows about them

at the stadium by a female student who
will give him a nametag and escort
him to the coach's office.

"WE ALSO HAVE a prospect
category in which we place kids to see
how they develop during the season."
The top prospects will receive
correspondence from the University
throughout September. October and
November.
"We write the prospects about four
personal letters during the football
season." Nehlen said. "At the
conclusion of the season we branch out
and get into the high school and get
movies of the prospects and review
them."
If the prospect is good, he will
become the blue-chip athlete in the
Mid-American Conference.
The next step for the University
football staff is a home visitation when
they show color slides of all facilities
available here. The coaches also try to
arrange the campus visitation date for
both parents and their son
Campus visits begin between 10:30-11
a.m. Saturday when the recruit is met

WHILE on campus, the recruit will
see the Stadium inside and out. the
Library. Math-Science Building.
Memorial Hall, Ice Arena and the
Union
The recruits as a group are taken to
lunch at 12:30 pm and dinner at 5 p.m.
in the Union
Between meals they meet with a
professor in the college in which they
would like to enroll. The prospect will
also be given a half-hour individual
appointment with Nehlen in his office.
The student will stay on campus
overnight in a dormitory or the Union.
Before departing, the recruit will have
breakfast in the Union.
Should the recruit's parents decide to
come, they are treated to meals and
are lodged in the Union. NCAA rules
permit the University to pay the
parents'expenses.
"We've landed some of the best
players in the state because of the
cooperation of the professors." Nehlen

Indictments due soon ?

Nixon aides face probe
WASHINGTON (AP) - A federal
grand jury continued its probe of the
Watergate conspiracy yesterday amid
unconfirmed reports that more
indictments would be handed down
soon, possibly for perjury and financial
irregularities.
Gordon S. Strachan, a former aide to
the White House chief of staff, H R.
Haldeman. was seen for the second
straight day in the office of federal
prosecutor Earl Silbert.
Strachan wouldn't discuss the
purpose of his visit. Some accounts
have accused him of helping set up a
political espionage ring for the Nixon
campaign.

byJ**wCO**ri
A budding ITM, >trM in ir» *orty stag**
th* caurthev** »»w*r Th* dstnaid
Irani bricks to |aggid edges ejjpaa.
cnnMMterialrci.

a* a from* far
of th* structure—
tewH cortiallfca

THE GRAND JURY also
subpoenaed Frederick C. LaRue. who
held a high place in President Nixon's
re-election campaign. News reports
have quoted investigative sources as
saying he helped direct a coverup of
the break-in and wiretapping at
Democratic national headquarters last
year and handled 170,000 In unreported
campaign money, the purpose of which
is unknown.
Reports of impending indictments
came from various quarters. A source
close to the Senate's special Watergate
investigating committee quoted
sources within the Justice Department
as saying about eight persons probably

would be indicted soon.

The Senate source said he had heard
the indictments would include charges
of perjury, both at the Watergate trial
and before the grand jury, and of
illegal handling of Nixon's campaign
funds
THOSE REPORTEDLY facing
indictment include present and former
members of the White House staff and
the Nixon campaign, the source said
The second-hand report could not be
confirmed.
The Washington Star-News quoted a
Justice Department official as

predicting "major new indictments "
Justice Department spokesman John
C. Hushen said he knew of no
indictments being written, but added.
"I'm sure that anybody could predict
that something is up by what the
President said last night '
Nixon, saying he considered no
administration official exempt from
prosecution, added that he would
suspend anyone indicted and fire
anyone convicted.
The President also dropped his longstanding claim that all members of the
White House staff and the
administration had been cleared of
involvement in the matter.

Embry cancels
Wayne Embry. who was scheduled to speak in the Grand Ballroom.
Union last night, was forced to cancel his engagement.
The general manager of the Milwaukee Bucks of the National
Basketball Association was in New York preparing his organization
for the college player draft being held today.
Embry was the first speaker in the "Sports Symposium" being
held on campus this week. Tommie Smith will speak tonight.
Smith, who owns an Olympic gold medal from the 1968 games, is
the assistant athletic director and head track coach at Oberlin
College. He will speak as scheduled at 7 p.m in the Amani, located in
Commons dining hall.

said "It's fantastic. They give up two
hours on a Saturday to be with our kids
"WITHOUT the help of the Union
and its staff, we would be in real
trouble, "he added
After the campus visit. Nehlen or the
individual recruiter makes an attempt
to visit the prospect's home as soon as
possible to sign him to a letter of
intent
The recruit is contacted by a
member of the football staff by phone
or mail once every 10 days until he
reaches a decision on whether or not to
attend the University.
This year the magic day was April 4
That was national letter-of-intent day.
the initial day on which scholastic star
athletes could put their sfgnatures on
letters which bind them to attend a
certain college or university.
Twenty-one high school football
players signed letters-of-intent to
attend the University next fall
"1 personally contacted 157 kids."
Nehlen said They were on campus at
my office."
OF THE TOTAL. Nehlen discussed
financial aid with 120 and of the
remaining individuals. 15-20 decided
they would attend the University
without monetary assistance
Football receives 75 grants-tn-aid
from the University and three from the
Mid-American Conference office for
four years, an average of about 18 and
one-half grant-in-aids per year
How would Nehlen change or
improve the recruiting process''
"I would change it so that when a kid
signs one letter, he is obligated to
attend (that university)." he said.
Right now. I have to overcommit
myself
A recruit may sign two letters-ofintent. one binding him to attend a
specific school in an individual
conference if he chooses to pursue his
athletic career in that conference and
the national letter-of-intent.
"This year 1 offered 45 {grant-inaids) and only had 17." Nehlen added.
When you don t know where you stand
at every moment, its hard. Over
commitment is a problem. With one
letter, you would know how they (the
recruits) stand right now
Nehlen was not in favor of limiting
the number of visits a high school
football player could make to different
campuses, insisting that it would hurt
the MAC in football
"The more rules you make, the more
you encourage cheating." he added.
There are so many NCAA rules these
days that you have to be a walking
dictionary or an Einstein. One letter of
intent would solve 90 per cent of the
problems."
• To pag* tbr**, tolumn four
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ten months
President Nixon's actions in the Watergate scandal have
been most questionable.
During its hushed beginnings last June. President Nixon
assured us.
The White House has had no involvement
whatever in this particular incident
Hollowing an in house investigation conducted by John Dean
III. presidential chief legal counsel. Nixon reported all those
then employed in (he White House had been cleared.
Then still a tew weeks ago he reassured us. I repeat that I
have nothing to hide
Tuesday night President Nixon said at a press conference he
would suspend any aide indicted by the federal grand jury
investigation of Watergate.
In addition he said. There have been major developments
in Ihe case concerning which it would be improper to be more
specific now. except to say that real progress has been made
in finding the truth "
It has taken 10 months for President Nixon to tell us that
specifics of the Watergate affair cannot be revealed at this

time
Ten months is a long time Convicted conspirator James
McCord revealed an impressive cast of characters waiting
iH'lund the curtain who might be involved in the spectacle.
Martha Mitchell. Sen Sam Ervin (D-N.C.I and Sen. Edward
Kennedy ID Mass!, to name a few. have publicly demanded
answers to the Watergate questions
Actions must be taken immediately to clear up the
Watergate affair. We cannot wait another two months

era obituary
A woman's place is in the home..."
"The female is the weaker of the sexes..."
According to a popular aspirin commercial, those
statements-like the one that all aspirins are alike-are
representative of all the truisms that have been disproved
over time.
Unfortunately, an Ohio Senate committee yesterday proved
inst how much weight those "truisms'' still carry.
In a vole taken while the Ohio General Assembly as a whole
ss.is in recess, the Senate Financial Institutions Insurance and
Elections Committee decided 8-3 to kill a proposal to ratify
the Equal Rights Amendment to the U.S. Constitution
.lust a few weeks ago. the Ohio House ol Hepresentatives
voted 56 40 to ratify the amendment
Hut in spite of the House vote, the Senate committee did not
< yen have the courage to allow the entire Senate to vote on the
amendment
Yesterday a Senate committee proved just how reactionary
il r in be and now all women will sutler for it.

opinion

apa frustrates inmate
By Jamei Peak*
Cacti < olimilit
The most oppressive aspect of Ohio's
penal system is the Adult Parole
Authority
The Al'A is a terrifyingly autonomous and monolithic entity. There
must be a period in time where public
outcry will cease the arbitrary
judgment of men by the parole board
The parole system is intended to be a
means by which those convicts who
have been "reformed'' in prison can be
identified and released
SOMEWHERE ALONG the line that
basic concept has been unceremoniously disposej of in the
nearest waste receptable In essence it
is a futile, self-defeating system.
I was apprehended April. 1971 and
convicted on assault with the intent to
rob and unarmed robbery.
During the 20 months before being
interviewed by Ihe parole board. I
successfully completed Universals
School's course in Accident
Investigation and Claims Adjusting
and
Xerox s
Kftective Listening
course
Group and individual therapy
sessions and sell analysis occupied a
great deal of my tune I was bound and
determined to prepare myself to
reenter society as a productive citizen
IN FEBRUARY. 1173 the parole
board informed me that my case would
be continued lor 6(1 days pending a field
report In April. 1973, again. I appeared
before the board and was given an
additional four years continuance.
My wife wrote the board stating she
would file lor divorce il I was not

so they say
Ijidy Bird Johnson comnieill on a
"livlag memorial" lo her huibaad.
which will coasts! of a grove ol SSS
tree! la Ijidy Bird Johnson Park:

"It will be a place lor somebody
Irom Karnack, Texas to bring a
Brownie and go click."

granted a parole She is young and has
her own wants and needs and her
position can readily be understood.
The additional time has had a
devastating effect on my life.
With tin- passing of each hour I
become more vindictive I have gone
beyond hate to the fire, the fire that
consumes, and the cold, the cold that
preserves
IT IS TRUE that the parole board
almost always turns down a convict at
his first hearing, even though the
person in question may have
progressed to a point of social
acceptibility.
It is also true that the board is
unfair, paroling one man while keeping
another in prison when their records
and circumstances are nearly
identical.
Mr and Ms. Ohio, your apathy is
permeating the very polluted air I
breathe
Will you ever realize that 95 per cent
of us will one day return to our
respective communities. It will be
these communities which will suffer as

The Overseas Private Investment
Corporation has refused to pay IT T
the lv million dollars it lost in < hilr as
a result of Allende s confiscation of
I r T 's li lephoiw company down
there
The OPIC was unspecidc about why
it was denying indemnity to 1 T.T. and
the dispute will go to arbitration
BUT MEANWHILE. OPIC has
delighted those WHO wish to find (aull
with I T T . in small part because of its
ollii lo help the United States
Government finance an anti Allende
campaign in the weeks before his
selection as President, in greater part
because Ihey least on any opportunity
to disparage American business, which
they do with I Ipton Sinclainsh delight
"WhateviM its official reasons, says
the New York I imes. ' OPIC has acted
in ihe best interests ol the United

ALLENDE. MEANWHILE, is as
happy as il he had struck oil He has
brazenly
opportunized
on the
revelation of I.TT.'s ofler to Henry
Kissinger, as exposed by Jack
Anderson, as if that were the only
reason for denying full compensation
in I I I for the value of its properties
It is forgotten, in the general
confusion,
that Jack Anderson's
exposures were in March of 1972, that
ten months earlier in May of 1971 the
Allende Government in conversations
with
ITT
offered to pay
approximately 15 per cent of the
accepted value ol the properties: that
is to say. had embarked on a course of
85 per cent confiscation, and that in
September ol 1971. live months before
the Anderson columns, the Allende
government had proceeded to take
over the management of the company
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FORGOTTEN ALSO IS that in the
summer ol
1971. Ihe Allende
government confiscated the properties
of five American copper companies
which had never reveled with
Kissinger, without paying them a
penny
The excuse for not doing so was that
the companies in question had
"damaged" the mine installations,
"overestimated" their depreciation,
and taken out excess" profits. The
bill one billion dollars
Needless to say. it is very easy to
confiscate property or justdy anything
else if one has exclusive control of the
official apparatus of incrimination.
When
Stalin's
"government"
announced that an official had been
executed for "treason", that was the
end of it
WHAT IS REMARKABLE is the
enthusiasm with which so many
Americans accept the humiliation of a
company whose investors are
American citizens who have acted in
good faith.
Now here is an interesting contrast.
The dispute between OPIC and IT T
comes down to 92 million dollars. By
coincidence, the dispute between
England and Ghana involves a figure
almost identical RM million dollars
The late Nkrumah. the dictator of
(jhana who in due course was
overthrown, was a profligate spender
who borrowed a billion dollars around
the world during the time he was flying
high

SO. AGAIN, the arbitrary policy
ol the board prevails.
It is quite evident why we are not
allorded representation during parole
hearings The board would then be
required to address us as human beings

Spring is here again, and for the first
time in years there is no war (sic) to
protest So we can sit back, and relax,
and enjoy the sunshine
Like so many other Americans, we
can take a "let Dick do it" attitude
After all. he got us out ol Vietnam, so
he can do anything

medical assistance for the poor and
elderly, and aid to migrant workers.
The excess spending on defense has
left mental hospitals and prisons with a
shortage of revenue.
As a result, mental patients are not
cured and prisoners are not
rehabilitated
More and more
Americans are questioning these

BUT. BEFORE WE take this step it
might be helptul to investigate just
what Dick has done As was slated
previously, he removed American
military forces Irom Vietnam
But. even granting this long overdue
achievement, why does he seek an
increase in the already mammoth
defense budget? Is Cambodia the next
Vietnam? Or is it t
In the area of social relorm. Nixon
has cut hunts alfecting I1IMIISI.HI

priorities.

rights forgotten in itt mess
Slates in denying the I T.T claim."

RECENTLY I contacted Mr Nolan
Snyder. chairman of the Ohio Parole
Board,
requesting permission to
acquire the services of a court reporter
to take the minutes of my parole
hearing.
he replied. "Parole Board policy
prohibits any person other than the
inmates to be present at a parole
hearing, therefore, you would not be
permitted to acquire the services of a
court reporter."
The key word in his reply is
"policy."
No where in the laws governing the
parole board does it state an inmate
can or cannot have a representative
present during his hearing

instead of animals
They could no longer accuse us of not
loving our mothers and fathers. And
most importantly they could no longer
destroy lives arbitrarily extending an
inmates case.
Prisons are not the only cause of a
high recidivists rate. The extra legal
punishment a man is faced with upon
his release is a primary factor
HE HAS PAID his debt to society yet
he remains, in many ways, a secondrate citizen. Why'' Why should a man
be constantly frustrated by such
asinine rule.
1 refuse to subterfuge my
independence,
individuality
and
'rustrations. and accept this highly
regimented life.
I ALSO REFUSE to believe the
communication gap has widened
beyond sight or reach
I now extend my hand in a gesture of
friendship If you fail to grasp it. then
the onus lies with you. the people, and
you are culpable if the system is
allowed to continue

Lenersnixon is deaf to people

on the right

By William F Barklcy Jr.

a result of the arbitrary, capricious
and discrimimtory actions of the Ohio
Parole Board.

i ill.in,i s prices skyrocketed
IN NO TIME AT ALL. Acheampong
was crawling back to the creditors,
suggesting a moddication of his
previous, boisterous, carefree solution
to his country's economic problems,
which was to steal from foreigners
That of course is what Allende s
Chile is doing, with this difference,
that the United States, and its principal
intellectuals, are really cheering it
along by buying the fiction that
Allende's move against ITT was the
result of hurt pride over 1 T.T s
initiative in anticipating the direction
Allende would take
IN EUROPE THEY'VE been around
a long time, and when they lend out
money, they get it back or else the
defaulting country is put into economic
Coventry, as they might put it in
England; and over this there are very
few gasps of outrage from other than
the kind of people who howl out their
discontents in Hyde Park
In the United States we are too
unsure of ourselves to demand that
American citizens' rights be
respected That, by the way. is why
increasingly they are disrespected.
Woiheif ron PiMt-Kinrj erMtufM Syndkat*

THE ECONOMY IS another area in
which the Nixon Administration has
been very active.
Yet. despite all the controls placed
upon it. prices continue lo rise While
the vested interests acquire even more
wealth, the consumer suffers.

investigation and the refusal of the
chief executive to allow his aides to
lestdy. it is understandable that an
increasing number of Americans are
losing whatever faith they had in King
Richard and his court
A people already concerned with a
crime problem of
epidemic
proportions must now contend with
what Art Buchwald appropriately calls
the growing unannounced crime rate
in Washington."
Public trust, the major ingredient in
any representative government, is at
its lowest ebb since the teapot dome
scandal under the Harding
Administration.

The same policies lhat insure those
"urgently needed" dividends for the
lew. bring about meatless meals lor
the many Nixon's inflation is ground
into every pound of hamburger we buy
One of the most often quoted ol
Nixon's many promises is his pledge lo
bring the people together But how can
he expect black Americans lo join the
political process, when an important
part of his presidential campaign was
an appeal to racist sentiments"

IN LIGHT OF ALL this discontent, it
is remarkable that Nixon still believes
he has broad public support His
nniii.itchi.il aloolness leads him to
believe the American people are
behind him
But. he is so far removes! from the
public, he can't hear the American
people, not to mention know what they
are thinking The majority isn't silent.
Nixon just isn't listening!
That s quite a list of "accomplish
ments." King Richard. But. somehowwed rather do it ourselves!'!

AND CONSIDERING the actions ol
his administration in handling the
Wounded Knee incident, it is not
surprising that American Indians have
little faith in government
Indeed, after considering the facts
uncovered in the Watergate

Kathy Spuin.un
2 Treadway
Gordana Williams
650 Sixth St. Apt. 6
Jim Kellar
724 E Wooster

injustice to golda
In reading an interview with Golda
Meir in the most recent issue of Ms.
magazine. I came across the quote
used under the heading So They Say"
in the April 11 issue of The BG News
The quote was taken completely out ol
context
Among other statements on
womanhood the Prime Minister ol
Israel says "To be successful, a
woman has to be much better at her
job than a man." and "Women are
more practical, more realistic
"They don't lose themselves in

mystification like men. who always
beat about the bush endlessly to reach
the core of a question.
To emphasize the fact that she is
opposed to those nuts that burn their
bras" is to negate her strong kinship
with the struggle ol women around the
world
Golda Meir is a strong and capable
leader Let us not forget that she is
also a strong and capable woman.

THE MOST RECENT coup in Ghana
was conducted by Colonel Ignatius
Kutu Acheampong. whose mind works
rather like Allende's: when you find
that you owe money to foreigners-as
Chile owed it to I T.T -why simply find
an excuse for not paying it!
Accordingly.
Acheampong
pronounced the obligation to England
as null and void on the grounds that it
had been incurred through corruption.
Whee
No doubt the complement to the New
York Tunes in England congratulated
Nkrumah.
finding
England's
Exchequer managers as corrupt as the
managers of ITT Acheampong went
further and nationalized over a half of
his country's foreign-owned gold,
diamond, and timber operations.
But suddenly things began to happen
to Ghana. Credit dried up- -completely.
Forced to pay cash for its imports,

NOT JUST NOW, MR. WAYNE . . . PERHAPS LATER .

Debera l.ibkind
Chapman Hall
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Testifies to participation

II

I

Ellsberg cites 'crimes'
LOS ANGELES (APIDaniel Ellsberg lold jurors
yesterday that the Pentagon
Papers reveal possible
American "war crimes" in
Vietnam, "some of which. I
regret to say. I participated
in myself
Ellsberg said that high
IS officials planned to
break the Geneva peace
accords of 1954 and probably
committed a crime against
the peace, under the
Nuremberg principles, as I
understand them

Asst U.S. Atty. David
Nissen raised the "war
crimes" question after U.S.
District Judge Matt Byrne
barred asking Ellsberg
whether he believed he had
broken the law when he
copied the Pentagon study
NUREMBERG WAS the
site of the trial of Nazi war
criminals after World War
II.
Ellsberg said there are
about 1.000 pages of
evidence" of crimes in the

top-secret Pentagon study of
the Vietnam war He has
admitted copying the documents in hope they would
alert Congress to the need to
end the war.
Nissen referred to "war
crimes" after being barred
by U.S. District Court Judge
Matt Byrne from asking
whether Ellsberg believed
he was breaking the law
when he copied the
Pentagon study
The prosecutor apparently
was seeking to show that

newsnoTes
Soviet Jews

Encyclopedia Bnttanica. with headquarters in Chicago

WASHINGTON I API - The Soviet
Union has formally notified the United
States it has suspended all attempts to
collect payments from educated Jews
wishing to emigrate. Senate Republican
Leader Hugh Scott said yesterday.
Returning from a White House
meeting with President Nixon. Scott
reported the Soviet leadership has sent
the White House two formal decrees
stating its new policy.
"I now understand permission to
emigrate will be granted except on very
limited matters of state security alone."
Scott laid

Grape growers
WASHINGTON (API-The AFL-CIO
yesterday pledged full support to Cesar
Chavez and his United Farm Workers
Union in their bitter struggle with the
Teamsters Union over control of
California grape workers
"We're going to support Cesar on this
thing." an AFL-CIO spokesman said
A statement was expected later from
the federation's president. George
Meany. who last month denounced the
Teamsters' effort to sign California
growers who previously signed contracts with Chavez's union as "tantamount to strike-breaking

PBS chairman

Bank holdup

WASHINGTON (API - The White
House said yesterday that Thomas B.
Curtis has resigned as board chairman
of the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, which is involved in a heated
dispute with public television stations
Curtis, who was appointed to the
board and designated its chairman by
President Nixon last July, is reported to
feel that his efforts to mediate this
dispute were undercut by White House
aides
Curtis. 61. a former Republican
congressman from Missouri, is vice
president and general counsel of the

NEW YORK (APi-In a holdup
attempt, two gunmen held 20 hostages
some three hours in a Harlem bank
yesterday then surrendered to a television newsman
Police said a third robber was shot
and killed in an exchange of gunfire outside the Chase Manhaltan Bank branch
at 135th Street and Fifth Avenue.
A bystander was reported wounded in
the crossfire between the bandits and
scores of police who surrounded the
bank

r»w

Ellsberg and Anthony J.
Russo are charged with
espionage, conspiracy and
theft in connection with the
copying, and distribution of
the documents known as the
Pentagon Papers
Ellsberg. 42. once an
advisor to government
officials, stressed that the
men making war decisions
probably were "patriots"
who meant only the best for
their country but ended bydoing the worst.
"I KNEW all the time,
he said, "that the people 1
worked for and with were
patriotic men. sometimes
the best of this country "

basketball

FOVJN DtRS

• from page one

UNIVERSITY swimming
coach Tom Slubbs beRins his
recruiting endeavors by
sending an introductory
letter to high school juniors
with an enclosed return post
card
If the prospect returns the
post card, it means he is
interested in coming here
He then receives application
information from the
University and information
about the swim team
In the fall he is invited to
visit the University campus
and may be taken to a
Falcon football game.
"We don't get fancy about
it." Stubbs said "We place

them in a dorm to stay
lovermght) We're doing
this more and more,
bringing the team members
into recruiting.
They (the recruitsi like
to slay over It gives them a
chance to mess around at
night
An appointment is made
with a professor to
determine it the University
can accommodate the
prospect's educational
desires
"ONE OF the things I try
to assert in the early going is
whether we can fill the
academic needs he (the
recruit i has. Stubbs said.
The University does not

there I tell them that 1
might have something for
them.'
The recruit may receive a
phone call in the early
spring or a personal home
visit from Stubbs if he thinks
it is important to talk to the
recruit and his parents
together.
PERSONAL
•MY
philosophy in recruiting
someone is that we want as
good a student as we can
get the ability to perform
scholastically. as well as
athletically." Stubbs said
"Those are the best He
benefits and the University
benefits The kid's primary
purpose is to get his

education
I want to see that the guy
graduates To be just plain
used as an athlete is far
11 mil my philosophy."
Stubbs said there will
always be recruiting even if
there are no grant-in-aids. .
Me said some coaches try to
snow a prospect and
therefore the recruit
remembers the good times
he hail on the weekends,
which may influence his
decision as to which school
to attend
Athletics gives a chance
lor the best at a certain type
of activity to compete
against one another."
Slubbs said "1 think it's a
healthv situation."

Thursday
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STREET

Qt. Coke Night

UAO

SBX

CHARTER FLIGHTS

reg. 35*

Information in UAO Office

Tonite 25°

THE

' OXFORD HOUSE
(YOUR CAMPVS ClOlUltR)

Domino's

Now$4M

Long Sleeve Knit Shirts
Now$l88 & Up

Belts
Now 88* to $2"

Cut-Offs
,i

Reg. 5.00 Now Only •2
Plus As Always

Slacks-2 for MO

Oxford House
TRY OUR OWN 30-DAY PUN

THURS.-FRI.-SAT.

10% OFF

Short Sleeve Knit Shirts

$

Pre-Easter Special

On any order of pizza.

Weekend
Specials!

Reg.$5-$9

pay any of the recruited
swimmer's expenses going
or coming to campus, he
said However, the recruit
may receive a free meal at
the Union while he is on
campus
"We try to keep in touch
with them during the winter
season, and hopefully get
them to apply for admission
and to get accepted." Stubbs
said
"Later on, if he is grantin-aid material and he is
accepted, we'll talk to him
in that regard
"We tell him of the
possibility of grant-in-aid. I
try not to string along a guy
with the idea that it is there
and tell him later it's not

CO

r-

Reg.$10to*13

A gome of basketball en the reel of a fraternity house can be somewhat
challenging—especially when a chair suspended from a window must serve as
a basket. The playing area was somewhat limited and there were no lines
marking the "court." But two members of Delta Tau Delta fraternity seem to be
having a good time anyway At least there was room foe spectators!

Recruiting: a waiting game

OLOfc..

i
at

Reg.'10.00

NewtphotobyCoriSaU

Rooftop

THINK EUROPE

(I
woosrtR

Ellsberg did not support the
policiesof his own country
and acted against the
country's best interests
when he copied the papers

maste' charge

352-5221

ALL KNIT TOPS & BODY BLOUSES

15% OFF

Model Open...Noon till 6 P.M.

ALL SLACKS & JEANS

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS

20% OFF
ALL SKIRTS & DRESSES

Behind Burger Chef - Next to Sterling

NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER AND FALL

25% OFF

OPENINGS FOR 1-4 STUDENTS

3 SELECTED STYLES
WEATHERTAMER JACKETS

* Special Summer Rates
• Practically on campus - 2 minute walk
• All new modern and furnished
• Plenty of free parking
• Cable TV
• Gas hot water heat & air conditioning
• Twenty business locations at your fingertips
• Communications system between apartment
and front door
• A location that requires no car
MODEL OPEN NOON till 6 P.M.

352-9302

Evenings
352-7365
or
352-8033

SPRING SELECTED COORDINATES
NOW40% to 50% OFF
•
•
•
•

Earrings-over 200 pair
'/: price
Billfolds & coin purses
1/3 off
Colognes
30% to 40% off
Sealing Wax Sets
20% off
Many Other Miscellaneous Items

She £o~^L @uff
SI

525 Ridge

Fat* 4/Th. to New., Thunetay. April 19,197S

To feature displays, talent

International Week to open
The following is a list of
events for International
Week. Monday, April 23.
through Sunday, April 28:
Monday, April 2J--The
International Expo, including exhibits and displays
from foreign countries. They
will be on display all week in
the Promenade Lounge,
second floor. Union.

Tuesday, April 24--The
Talent Show, which will
feature foreign amateur students from the University
singing folk songs and
dancing in their native
costumes.
Patrick
Seamans.
sophomore (Ed), will
perform a pantomime act

from "Atte Saus Paroles."
a play by Samuel Beckett.
The French Club. German
Club and BGSU Gospel
Choir will also sing, while
Spanish Club singers will be
accompanied by dancers.
The show will be held in the
Grand Ballroom Union.
Wednesday. April 2S-A
French Cafe outside the

Blacks 'misportrayed,
ignored' in literature
American blacks have
been ignored or misportrayed in literature
because they are an
embarrassment to whites,
Dr. Marian E. Musgrave
said Tuesday night.
rWWIfMn ^ry rWlr Kk JMfTltlll

UnitV
'

'Unity,' the lh»m« ef International Week, i» expressed in thit
picture of seven international students. The week's festivities
will begin Monday with International Expo, a presentation of
exhibits and displays from foreign countries.

Dr. Musgrave. acting
chairwoman of black studies
at Miami University, said an
interracial love affair is the
most taboo subject concerning blacks.
She said many times there

Wounded Knee-a broken treaty'
CLEVELAND lAPi
American Indian Movement
leader Kussell Means told a
Cleveland City Club
audience yesterday they
could add the current
negotiations at Wounded
Knee to the Indians' list of
broken treaties
But he warned that white

u

America's interest also was
involved.
"If you do not take a very
close look at what is
happening at Wounded
Knee," he said, "then you
don't know what your
country is all about-and you
don't deserve it."
Means, one of the AIM

WOMENS
BILLIARDS TOURNAMENT

leaders in the original
Wounded Knee occupation,
left the South Dakota town
under an agreement to give
himself up in return for a
meeting with White House
officials.
MEANS CHARGED the
government with sur-

Car Wash

THURS.,MAY3
6:30 in Buckeye Room
FIRST PLACE TROPHY AWARDED
Sign up in UA0 Office

1000 S. MAIN

»1.00 ENTRY FEE

CHERRY HILL VILLAGE

(based on 4 person occupancy)

Contact Our Rental Agent at

GULF —
gas
15 gal. Free wash
10 gal. .50
5 gal. .75
RAIN CHECK

VERY OFTEN a third
person-either while or
black-was involved in the
affair to create a triangle,
she said.
Dr. Musgrave said sexual
feelings in an interracial
affair are often disguised as
fear or anger, and there is
often an element of mutual
contempt.
She said the happy ending
is alien to black literature
At the most, there is only a
temporary triumph

Dr. Musgrave s speech,
entitled "Triangles in Black
and White: Interracial
Sexual Hostility and Aggression in Black Literature."
was sponsored by the
English department's
Colloquium Committee.

THE FILMS to be shown
include "String Bean,"
Red Balloon.'' "The
Nose." "Mediterranean
World" and Africa."
Friday. April 27-Edmundo Farolan. a
graduate student from the
Philippines, will present a
poetry reading session in the
International Lounge, 17
Williams Hall.
A table tennis tournament
will be held at 7 p.m. in the
Anderson Hall lounge.
Foreign and American students are invited and a prize
will be given
Saturday. April at The
Bowling Green International

Council provides
educational advice
The University Advisory
Council for Continuing
Education will meet today
to discuss future course
offerings and potential
conference and workshop
groups
Its purpose is to provide
advice to the Office of
Continuing Education
concerning the post-high
school education needs of
the citizens of northwest
Ohio.
The group concentrates on

botn continuing professional
and general education. It
suggests specialized workshops and seminars for
skilled professionals as well
as lectures and short
courses for the general
public
The
council
was
established one year ago by
University President Hollis
A. Moore Jr. and Dr.
Raymond Endres, vice provost for continuing education

Soccer Team, campus
soccer champions, will host
international soccer players
from the University of
Toledo. The game will be
held at the soccer field at 11
a.m.
The International Flea
Market will be held at 2 p.m.
in the forum of the Student
Services Bldg. Foreign
clothing, artwork, paintings,
handicrafts, beadwork and
carvings on wood and stone
will be on display, and some
articles will be for sale.
Sunday. April 29-Two
international dinners, one at
5 p.m. and another at 6:30
p.m.. will be held at the
First United Methodist
Church. 1506 E. WoosterSt.
More than 20 different
dishes will be served,
representing the native
countries of Bowling Green
international students.
TICKETS FOR the dinner,
priced at 12 50. will be sold
at the Office of International
Programs, basement of
Williams Hall, until noon.
Saturday. April 28. They
may also be purchased from
foreign students. Five
hundred tickets are still
available.

Crisis
Phone
352-PLUS

LUTHER
APARTMENTS

EASTER
Special
(Cash and Carry)

Cymbidium —
Orchid Corsage ._ "

THE *2'25
FLOWERHOUSE
428 E. WOOSTER

3531045

825 Third Street -1 bedroom (2 man)

$80.00 each

841 Eighth Street 2 bedroom (3 man)

$65.00 each

733-755-777 Manville
2 bedroom (3 man)
(4 man)

$65.00 each
$55.00 each

9 Month Lease Only
All Apartments Furnished

— Management by —

Pendleton Realty Co.
353-3641

Rap with
Tommie Smith
Assistant Athletic Director
Oberlin College
Tonight, Amoni Cultural Center

7:00 P.M.

741 High St.
352-6248

Admission Free

Hrs. 10-12.15, 711 Everyday but Wed.

Bates and Springer Inc.

100% Acrylic
Knitting
Worsted
Weight

"It is asinine even to
suggest that we would try to
precipitate any kind of
violence." he said

Until the 1960s, white
writers used only the white
male-black female situation
in love affairs, while black
writers did the exact opposite, she said.

The
New
Revolution
in
Sports

Furnished 2 Bedroom
Suites
only $65
• Facilities include
•V/2 baths
• Wall to Wall Carpeting
• Central Heat and A/C
•Patio Grills
• Indoor Pool

rounding the village witn
massive military force, with
initiating violence and with
blaming the Indians for any
trouble.

is little reference to sexual
involvement between races
Instead, blacks are usually
portrayed as childhood
friends, loo young for sexual
involvement.

French House on Sorority
Row at 2 p.m. The Club will
accept donations
Thursday, April 26Foreign films from the
International Film Festival
at Cannes, France in 210
Math-Science Bldg. at 7 p.m.

Now open the all new "Mr. Bojangle*" Nile clnb under new management featuring
Bands, Wed.-Tbur.-Fri.-Sat.; Wed. 50-50 nite; Thur. 2 for 1 nite. Now Appearing "570
pound Band" at "Mr. Bojangles". 893 S. Main St. 352-9074 - Bowling Green, O.

Everybody Welcome
Sponsored by Black Student Union Athletic Dept.

Grand Opening Now Till April 28
1 0% OFF NOMIS and Bear Brand Yarns
Register For Drawing
Macrame & Beads
Embroidery
Crewel
Rug Hooking

• now fashion colors
• new pull skein no rewinding
• 4 ply. 4 or yarn skein

Leaded Glass
Candlemaking
Fantasy Fur
Needlepoint

10

1st Prize - S2S Gift Certificate
2nd Prize - $15 Gift Certificate
3rd Prizes -s 5 Gift Certificate

THE FRENCH KNOT
166 N. Main • Corner of Court

Today's Hobbies ■
Tomorrows Heirlooms

machine wash and dry
mothproof, color-fast
non allergic
bright fashion colon
4 ply 4 oz. knitting
worsted weight
pull-out skein —
ready to knit

Thvnfey, Apt* If, 1*79, Ttw M Niw/Pt|i 3

Intramural facility 'necessary'
Constructing a facility for
intramural athletics should
be a top priority for the University. Syd Scott, chairman
of the University human
relations committee, said
yesterday.
"One of our major
problems, which unfortunately isn't at the top of the
priority list, is facilities."
he said it is the need of all.
particularly those not involved in intercollegiate
athletics and particularly
women, for a great big
intramural facility.''
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THROUGH the human
relations committee, a
special
student faculty
meeting was held earlier
this month. Scott said.
"We wanted to decide
whether there are any
situations on campus that
could cause problems if left
untouched, he said.
"We decided that any
racial tensions on campus
are only increased by the
lack of facilities
"With residence halls,
greeks and minority groups
competing for the same
facilities, and with Xthousand
students
competing for three gyms

Human relations group
guards community rights
The University human
relations committee is
charged to safeguard the
civil and social rights of all
members of the University
community
Syd Scott, resident advisor
for minority students and
chairman of the committee,
said last year it dealt mainly
with problem-solving.
This year, the committee
plans to deal more with
human relations training,
rather than just grievances,
he said
"WE WANT to make this
University a more human
place We don't want to be
just a racial committeehuman relations goes a lot
more into depth than that."
Scott said
The committee is
composed of four faculty
members, four undergraduates, one graduate
student, one classified
employee and one representative each for the
student personnel area and
the alumni.
The committee may:

-Investigate on complaint
or on its own initiative,
especially in matters involving the rights and status
of minorities.
-Make recommendations
to I'mversity bodies to
improve the climate and
equality of opportunity of
the University as a place to
live, work and study.
-Carry on programs of
education in the area of
human relations.
-Cooperate with the
Human Relations Commission of the city of
Bowling Green
SCOTT SAID the committee has been working
with various members ot the
University community to
establish better relations
among students, faculty and
staff
An all-day tea in the
Grand Ballroom. Union is
being planned to that end. he
said.
Scott said the committee
works with the city human
relations commission when
called upon, "but that hasn't

been a whole lot."
A survey was sent to all
faculty members to determine whether they were
willing to work with Ihe
committee and what their
special interests were. Scott

committee, it is a matter of
getting a commitment from
the llniversity's big-wigs,
particularly Dr Moore
(University President)."

said

that are available only at
odd hours, animosity runs
high." Scott said
"An intramural complex
would be multi-purpose and
multi-recreational
if we had a great big
building without a seating
capacity, I don't think
women, men. faculty and
staff would mind paying IS
for intramural registration
They'll do it with no sweat if
there's someplace to go." he
said.

The office could do a
better PR (public relations)
job and raise the money for
an intramural facility.
"There is no reason why
we couldn't have a charity
day and bring famous
alumni back to campus for a
benefit show." Scott said
Closing times for
buildings and other areas of
limited facilities, also are a
source of tension. Scott said
if students can stay out
till 2 am with no questions
asked, why can't the Union
stay open until at least 1
a m.?" he asked

SCOTT SAID Ohio State
and Illinois State universities have such facilities
He said the Student Body
Organization iSBO) is
planning to conduct a survey
to determine student
interest in an intramural
facility.
SBO President Bill Arnold
said. "What we'll try to find
out is whether students are
willing to put up part of the
cost for the facility I think
there is a recognized need
for additional indoor
facilities, not for intercollegiate athletics, but for
everyone to use."
Scott said the facility
could be funded through the
money raised from a fS
registration fee and through
alumni contributions
He claimed the Alumni
Office has not done all it can
to raise money for the
University.

"BUT OUR problem is a
lack ol power Often our suggestions are pigeonholed."
he said
"We're so busy role-playing and politicking, we're
making a good University go
downhill There's no reason
we can't get together
"For the success of the

The general fee subcouncil
will hear the budgets of six
organizations which are
supported by students' $50-aquarter general fee tonight
from 7-9:30.
Tonight's
schedule
includes Graduate Student
Senate. 7-7 30; Student
Court. 7-8; Commuter
Student Organization,
Cultural Activities
and
Student Activities, 8 309:30; and Student Body
Organization, 9-9:30 The
times are intended to

North
Grove Apts.

"THE ALUMNI Office
does two things very wrong
it never sends out thank
you's for contributions and it
wastes too much time
planning trips that don't
benefit anyone and don't
make the alumni feel closer
to the University." he said

1005 North
Grove Street

9 Month Lease
2 BEDROOM
TOWNHOUSE
Unfurnished $160.00

Furnished

$180.00

(2-3-4 man)

Thur. & Fri.

overlap
A total of (our meetings
will be held this quarter for
the hearings of the 26 organizations which the subcouncil
has uet to hear.
"We hope to wrap up
everything at the last
meeting. (April 28)." said
Dr Hichard Eakin. vice
provost for student affairs
and chairman of the
subcouncil
This year $126,266 is
available to the 28 groups
The total requested from the

groups is (214.692.
There are two groups
asking for general fee funds
for the first time: Delta
Sigma Pi, a business
honorary, and Honors and
Awards.
Last quarter the subcouncil gave recommendations for allocations
to The BG News, golf
course, health services. Ice
Arena.
intercollegiate
athletics. Stadium Bldg..
Student Services Bldg. and
I'mversity Union

Winthrop Terrace
South
Still has two full bath apartments for the price of one
bath apartments.
Come Over And See One
Today!

Res. Mgr. B-7
353-5891

Office at 400 Napoleon Rd.
Ph. 352-9135

Management by

Open till 8 P.M. Mon.-Thur.; Till 5 Fri.; Till 3 Sat.

Pendleton
Realty Co.

MR. ED'S PIZZA
25<

fact that we're wasting
money (at the U.uversity)
The new Psychology Bldg. is
only half used
"Because recreation and
leisure time are a thing of
the 70s. what's the sense of
building a Math-Science or
Psychology building when
we could build something to
make people happy"'" Scott
asked.
He said he is going to talk
to University President
Hollis A
Moore Jr.
tomorrow about facility-related problems on campus.

Fee subcouncil to meet

HAPPY
HOURS

"We got responses from 96
faculty members If we've
got problems, we've got
people right here to work on
them

"IT'S HARD for groups to
schedule activities for the
Grand Ballroom But if
students are helping to keep
that baby going, they should
get some benefits." Scott
said
'Inir.imur.iK at the Ice
Arena have to run until
midnight or 1 am -that's
another problem
Offices for the School of
Journalism are spread out in
more than one building and
the theater is kind of put
off into nowheresville. he
said
"Coupled with that is the

353-3641

•1.25

Fact Line

fMVl

DISCOUNT
II DRUG STORES ,

372-2445

Enjoy Good Living

GRAY'S OWN BRAND

in

DELUXE SHAMPOO
WUH 2% WHOLE EGG

1616 E. WOOSTER ST.
puniic "K?.77d8

JOHNSON'S
BABY OIL

OR

Make Your
Selections for Easter

Birchwood Place
Buckeye House
Mt. Vernon

650 6th St.
649 6th St.
802 6th St.

Now Leasing Spring, Summer, and Fall

1

Beautiful Leather Bags
»Dresses Long and Short
Array of Fashion
Sizes 5... 15

• Pant Suits
• Coats
To Top Your Easter Fashion
Sizes 5...15

• Many Lovely Groups
of Co-Ordinates

• Apartments tie completely lurnnKtd. ftidy to be occupied

•Utilities paid eicept electric

•Carpeted halts and inside entrances

tX shaped living dining area

•Central Gis nr conditioning and heating with individual
apartment controls

•Wall to wall carpeting

•Kitchens coma equipped with gas ranges, lood waste
disposal
•Masonry eitenors with concrete block fnewalls

•6cund conditioned interior
•Cable TV
•Cxtra large clouts
•Insulated window glass

•Gas lighted entrance
•Gas equipped laundry .rea available in each apartment

•Sliding glass doors to balcony

USE YOUR LOBBY, UHLMANS, BAC, MASTER CHARGE

NOW 89*

TWO-POCKET
FOLIOS
3 PRONG -11x81*

NOW 5 FOR 49C
GRAY'S OWN BRAND

MOUTNWASH
& GARGLE
16 Ol.

•fast recovery gas water heating

building
/ •Outdoot Gas grills available to each building

•Twm beds in each bedroom

•Ample off street parking

•Buift in vanity in hallway

•B80 sq It per apartment

•linen closet

•2 bedrooms — I "i baths

•ficlusive membership to 40 s with party facilities, kit
chen/bar. indoor pool pool table

REGULAR 49-

12 mo. $60.00 mo. and 9 mo. - $65.00 mo.

Office at 4D's at Seventh and High Streets
Hours from 1-5 or by Appointment

352-7740 Evenings
352-7324 Other

SKIN CREAM
6 02. JAR
MFGS. LIST '1.29
GRAY'S EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE 95-

NOW 79*
KL EENEX BOUTIQUE
BA1 rHROOM TISSUE
TWIN PACK
OF COLORS
MFGS. LIST 51'
GRAY'S EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE 44'

:HOICE

,I0W 2 FOR 50C

HAI KARATE
AFTER SHAVE

f MEN'S UTILITY
ZIPPERED
J .HAVING BAGS

MFG. LIST '1.75
GRAY'S EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE '1.59

BROWN OR BLACK
REGULAR '1.39

NOW 99'

NOW 99*

U.*

MEIrS LONG SLEEVE

CLOCK RADIO
SOLID STATE, BEIGE
MODEL C1400

Call 352-9378 Days

NOXZEMA

NOW 25c

4 0Z.
Based On Four Man Rentals

105 S, MAIN ST.
Shop 9:30-5:30 Tues.-Wed.-Thurs.-Sat.
9:30-9:00 Mon. & Friday

79'

REGULAR 19*

See You at the

LOBBY

MFGS. LIST '1.49
GRAY'S EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE '1.06

HYTONE

Other Various Apartments and Houses

10 OZ.

CREME RINSE
32 Ol.
REGULAR 79* EACH
NOW 2 FOR OR BOTH FOR

REGULAR '13.99

NOW'10"

SHIRTS
CHOICE OF COLORS
REGULAR '2.99

»OW 2 FOR

$ 50

4

Specials thru Sunday - Rights to limit Quantities

rmgat */Th. M Nnn, Thonday, April 19, 1*73

Placement interviews, May 1-4
Representative for financial
services, investments and
insurance

- Sign-up for the following
job Interviews will begin
Monday. April 23. in the
forum. Student Services
Bldg Sign-up for business
schedules will be from 12 301:10 p i"
and school
schedules from 4-5 p.m. A
data sheet or resume must
be presented at the time of
sign-up

May 2
Lincoln National LileB/Math. Comp Sci for Programming
and Systems
Analysis.
May 4

BUSINESS
Ortho
PharmaceuticalAll
majors for sales
positions
Kenneth Laventhol & Co -B/M Accounting

Mayl
Waddell & Reed. Inc.BA/BS for Registered

• HELD OVER

CiL,

ALL TIME RECORD
BREAKING CROWDS

HURRY! ONLY 6 MORE DAYS
THURSDAY IS STl DENT NIGHT - SIM ID .REQUIRED

SHOWN EVENINGS - 7:00 & 9:15

ence-Earth.
Physics.
Biology. Chemistry. Will
talk with anyone interested
in this school system.
Specifically has openings in
the above areas

SCHOOLS
Mayl
Bedford Public Schools.
Mich-Art 1-5. Elem K-5.
Sec
10-12. Spanish 7-12.
Driver Training 10-12. Math
10-12. Hist Ed. 10-12, Vocal
Music Bus. Kng Typing 1012.
Niles Community Schools.
Mich -Elem . Spec Ed ED
and I'H Social Worker-pre^
ferably female w/master's
in School Social Work
M/Counselor-Secondary
Id',i.IIM,: Consultant. Sec.
Art.
I.nr.iin County Schools.
Ohio-Canceled

May 3
Cleveland
Heights
Schools. Ohio-See May 2
listing
Ashland
City
Schools.
ohm Jr H Math. Comp.
Soc. Studies, emphasis on
Econ.-Sr. 11. EMR for Elem.
4-6. Sr H Guidance, K-3
East Cleveland Schools.
Ohio-Canceled.
Newark Public Schools.
Ohio-Elem PE grades 1-6.
EMR 1-11. l.BD primary.
Math-Jr. H. Voc Home
Econ.. Occupational Work
Adjustment. Occupational
work experience. Dist. Ed.,
Gen Sci -Jr. H.

May 2
Pioneer Joint Vocational
School. Ohio-Canceled
Cleveland
Heights
Schools. Ohio- 'Math. Sci-

gsmmsMMmh

"SOUNDER" IS

AT LAST. A
COMPASSIONATE AND
LOVING FILM
ABOUT BEING
BLACK IN
AMEBICA

Bus. Ed.-Comp and Basic.
Voc. Home Econ.. Inslru
Music, Gen. Sci.. Math, Lib.
Sci. Elem. Ed.

Algonac
Community
Schools,
Mich -Basic
Math/ Algebra 9th grade.
Elem Choral Music. Gen.
Sci./Phys. Sci . Elem
grades 3-4, Jr. H Guidance
Counselor-female preferred
Berea City SchoolsGuidance (Sr. and Jr HI,
School
Psychologist,
English
(emphasis on
reading I. Social Studies,
Psychology, Coaching, Voc.
Bus. Ed./Shorthand. Math.
German/Spanish comb.. Industrial
Arts,
limited
number of Elem. Ed.
Granville Ex
Village
Schools, Ohio-LDB. EMR.

AGENCIES
Mayl
Boy Scouts-No particular
curriculum specified.
Following majors helpful:
Bus. Adm. Econ., Educ,
Eng.. Human Relations.
Journalism, Mgmt, PE,
Political Sci.. Pub Rel and
Soc. Studies
Key:

• Evenings Only

Gasoline price
hike predicted

I

.^ladfilii / MATTEl Production*

"SOUNDER"
A RotoeriB fUdalla/Mtviln Rill Film
"Al.AvlS»OrV»( <* QO B> W I u«*

PRESENT THIS COUPON AT THE CLA-ZEL
BOX OFFICE. APRIL 18-24, YOU WILL
BE ADMITTED TO

"SOUNDER" » •I.00 i
OPEN FRL, SAT. t SIM only
BOX OFFICE OPENS 6:45
SHOW TIME 7:30

GRIBBIN APARTMENTS
For Summer:
835 Fourth Street
2 Bedrooms

MJ'ffOCCXOl)

PANAVISKJM*

©
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The first lady gunfighter
ruuioiMi ncium msims
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FRIDAY-SATURDAY BONUS LATE SHOW

"THE NIGHT OF DARK SHADOWS"

STAPIV*

Cinema Ul
■onmai omen WOUT AMI wean CCHWOHTAMJ
coNcin or i warn v xrum—m

STADIUM

150.00/month

For Fall: (9 month)
835 Fourth Street
2 Bedroom (4 man)

75.00/month

For Fall: (12 month)
835 Fourth Street
2 Bedroom (4 man)

65.00/month

nil

All Apartments Fully Furnished
unless otherwise stated

The Christian Science Organisation will have a testimonial
meeting in Proul Chapel al I 30 pm All are welcome lo
allend

Air Conditioning — Lounge Facilities
Laundry Facilities

The B (IS .11 Karate Club will meel from 71 pm in Ihe
Forum ol Stud Services Open lo the public

Call 354-1313

Women s Intramural Tennis Meeting will lake place in 306
Women s Bldg at 7 pm

or see Apt 6, 835 Fourth

B G Gay Liberation Organization will meet in the Perry
Room ol the Union at I pm All invited
The Pentecostal Bible Class will meel al 9 pm in the UCF
Center

I »»Hn-f

THE

NOW PIAYINC
7:15-9:15

Karma counselors are urged to watch Dick Caveti on
Thursday and Friday night His show will be devoted lo
alcoholism both nights

OF BOWLING GREEN

1550 E. Wooster

*

irS FUN FOR ONE AND ALL!

Lost Sm gray tiger stripe
kiltycal Thurstin 353-1721

FROM E. B. WHITE'S CLASSIC

THUR. IS STUDENT NIGHT
ADMISSION JUST 4.00
WITH STUDENT I.D.
STADIUM ^

'

»
15

Will do night babysitting in
my home 354-1975

All
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.}

NOW PLAYING
7:00-9:30

"Manof

in April.
Amber Blue

Wanted to rent House lor
Summer for 4 or more
males. 352-6*61
Need experienced keyboard
player with own equipment
Call Chuck. 25566
SERVICES OFFERED
IMPORTS INN - Imported
Car Specialists - foreign
repair 133*4 Bishop Rd. B G
Turn left off N Dixie Hwy
Open Mon-Fri loam 8pm
Sal Idam-Spm
Art as painter. Walls.
UNDA FUNK 352 7356
Auto repair VW 4 Domestic
Lyric Auto 466 S Main 3527031
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great' The Gig will never be
the same'
The brothers are happy lo
eilend Best Wishes lo Cindy
Jordan and Terry Popa on
theii'
laveliering
Congratulations PHI KAPPA

TAU
'Twas a great day when the
SAE's helped present
Cabaret Chi Omega says
Thanks'
Suzanne. Congrats on your
AUPi activation. Your new
roomie
You'll need some mighly
line lootwork lo keep llwse
Derbys away Irom the Alpha
Chi s We ARE psyched'
Elaine, congratulations on
your punting to Dave 1 hope
you can make n lo Belgium'
SD.
FR1SBEE S are in season al
METAMORPHOSIS
FOR SALE

HELP WANTED
Waitress wanted Pagliai s
Pizia Apply in ptrson. 1004
S Main

39 Made.
40 Praised in song.
42 Paradise for
King Arthur.
45 Actress Chostley.
48 Rate of progress.
49 Skin affection.
50 Fountain pen
haiard.
52 Before: Gcr.
54 Cenus of fiddler
crabs.

•
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36
38
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Furlong
Even
though
you're not my 'LU Sis.' I
want to wish you birthday
bliss -David

'65 Impala convt Looks 4
rum like new Must sell
Best offer 354-3063
1966 Triumph Spitfire. 1350
or best offer. 352-0405

WANTED

Years and years from now
you'll still remember
the first time you saw it.

4

"

PERSONALS

CHARLOTTES WEB"

DOWN
1 Instrument like a
xylophone.
2 Well-known
English family.
3 Fence.
4 Parts of psyches.
5 Negatives.
6 Storage places
of a sort.
7 Horsemanship,
8 Dark colors:
Poet.
9 Judith Anderson.
for one.
10 800-mile river

I

"

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZIE

CLaSSIFIED

The B G School o( sell IVIeiuc will meel in 212 Women's
Bldg al 6 30 pm

-vwwv|-vwwi'l-*A*'VWS^^
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58 Ushered.

A STANDARD OIL Co.

Thursday. April It. 1973

162.00/month
147.00/month

22

official said he would not
speculate on any price
increase during
the
summer. "We expect to
meet the demand for our
product in the state of Ohio
on the retail level." Pitt
Curtisssaid
At Marathon Oil Co. in
Findlay. a spokesman also
declined*to comment on any
price increase. Mike Russo
said, "Certainly there is a
shortage of gasoline. But we
do not anticipate any
rationing in our retail
marketing area
in the
Midwest

MMI'ISnllMllll

810-815 Fourth Street
1 Bedroom Furnished
1 Bedroom Unfurnished

m

27
28
30
31
33
34
35

57 Till.

i

'-

to establish priorities."
McCreary said.
The state had to purchase
oil on the open market at
twice the contractual rate
after it exhausted its 1.4
million gallon limit on
heating fuel earlier than
expected this winter.
"For the first time in
history, except during the
war years, we have no
assurance that future fuel
needs will be met. And the
future is right around the
corner." said Robert
Ratchford. executive vice
president of Commercial
Motor Freight. Inc.. the
state's largest trucker.

BULK FUEL buyers in
Ohio say they are finding
purchasing wholesale fuel
difficult.
"We may not have
sufficient oil to satisfy the
requirements.'' said Walter
McCreary.
the state's
deputy
director
for
purchasing.
Ohio's needs in heating
fuel double next year
because of new Environmental Protection Agency
regulations.
"I have requested that an
energy officer be appointed

FREE I CAR HEATERS!

SKVJKKED

1

'

i

26

53 Having spots
resembling eyes.
55 Desert wind.
56 Not in cipher.

Abbr.

in Sinkiang.
Monarch's mate.
France.
Put together.
Click beetle.
Certain years.
Pans of Moslem
houses.
Certain team
players: Abbr.
Cut.
Logger's boots.
Iris plant.
Growl.
Gigantic.
Hurts.
Pertaining to the
upper
atmosphere.
Famous falls.
Promote.

11
12
13
15
20
24

51 Toil.

22 Dutch uncle:
Dial.
!3 Dresses 1 stone 1.
with a hammer.
24 Derisive sound.
2S Above: Cer.
27 Vault.
28 Talk, in France.
29 Losenge.
11 Star and
..
32 Being.
34 Plaited grass
for hats.
37
as (consider
inf everything).
41 Highest peak In
Crete.

g

~ORAPES OF WRATH'

?2 Oen'l Featuiei ""«
in art.
43 Active.
44 Exclamations of
surprise.
45 Affirm.
44 Type of stone.
47 Milit. unit.
48 Vital fluid.
50 Word with
muffin or flakes.

1 Mooring place.
7 Materia
13 Corrida
participant.
14 Mother-of-pearl
source.
16 Manet and
Monet.
1? In name only,
not in fact.
18 Kind ol pickle.
19 Moon goddess.
21 Letter paper:

42 Winged child.

COLUMBUS (AP) - Two
petroleum industry representatives in Ohio agree the
cost of gascline in the state
by mid-summer will be up
five to seven cents per
gallon
Jerry Gorup, executive
director of the Central Ohio
Gasoline Dealers Association, said. "I expect prices
to start rising between five
and 10 cents per gallon at the
major companies as a result
of man-made shortages, not
natural shortages
"I would say you will be
paying 42 cents a gallon by
mid-summer.'' said Roger
Dreyer. executive director
of the Ohio* Petroleum
Marketers Association.

SPECIAL COUPON

CUSTOM
WEDDING
RINGS
by
PHILIP
MORTON at Ihe working
Hand Craft
Center 515
Cooneaul
Clinics for men's cheerleading tryouls will be held
Thursday. April 19that5pm
in
Memorial
Wrestling
Deck Tryouls will be held
Monday. April 23rd. al 5 pm
in Memorial Hall Wrestling
Deck
Hey
Delts
What a
swingin'" time' Tkanx for
the lea' Gamma Phi's
Sigs rale high with the Alpha
Chi's'' Let's do it again and
again

10 i 54- 2 bedroom, skirled,
air cond . shed, extras, low
price 352-5035
Garrard 40B turntable and
Allied 429-55 watt amp 1
year old 8100 372-1934

'66 Karnvea c.hia
new
clutch, rebuilt engine 6475
354*695 2 4004

**»

'72 Porsche 914 silver, mint
cond . under warranty til
7 74 buying 911 352 TIM
eves
64 VW Bug
Keed

1175

Two bedrooms Holly Park 12
x 60 with large expando in
LR In A'l condition, readv
lor living Musi sell 6964495

Apl
lo sublet
sum
CHEAP 352-69S7 Bil

^o&^&WW"Manof bNancha

******

,*kn ,*ttm tq/m i». 4fm jfm ij

352-

M

LARGE 2 BDRM APTS
FOR 4 STl DENTS NEAR
TOWERS PH 3527365
Needed I M or F lo sublet
lurn ell Avail Mavl-Aug
31 Call 353 3641

10 x 50 Mobile Home Two
bdrms
furnished
$1800
Musi sell Nice lor newlyweds' Call 3524702 alter 6
pm

2 students needed to sublet
apl sum qlr 3125 sum 3520467 alter 4 pm

Saxophone (or sale 825 or
best oiler Motorcycle liber glaas saddlebags fit all
English bikes. 125 See Todd
No 32 Shatiel or No 213
Village Green Apt

7365

Tan 1963 Ford Galaxie Ex
cellent condition $175 Call
23336
Fender Fuu-Wah Pedal
New costs 850 Sell for 135
372-3356
63 Tempest Phone 3526066
after 4 pm
Siberian
Husky
puppies
AKC registered'. B-W. blue
eyes
Terms reasonable
Phone 6*9-4493

Apis and rooms lor sum L
fall Near campus Ph 352-

Available fall 4 summer
leases Close to campus
Phone 352 1973 353 9663
HOUSES 4 APTS
FOR
RENT CALL 362-9371
For rent- Large room in
house 1100 a month 354-1441
Ideal lor students 2 bdrm
turn apl in town Carpet,
panelling, ulil incld Available Mav 1 (or summer 4
fall 1180 mo 669-7262
Apt to sublet for summer
Call 352-5J7I after 7

1*65
Mustang.
VI
4
speed Hurst, headers, aest
offer
over
S300.
good
transportation. 352-6609

Greenview
Apartments.
SIMMER 4 FALL leases
available 1 bdrm . 2 bdrm
4 eff
available
Special
summer rales Call 352 1195
or stop by

71
Honda
customised
354-7311

Needed
I Female roommate for next year Haven
House Call 352-9378

350
Slightly
13* Ada Ave

Kodak InetamalK- camera
with carry case 817 09 Call
2-4118 after 6

Greenview
Apartments.
SUMMER 4 FALL leases
available 1 bdrm. 2 bdrm .
4 eff
available Special
summer rales, call 352-1196
or stop by

Sbure Vocal Master PA
System Brand new Must

HOUSES 4 APTS
FOR
RENT CALL 352-9371

sell 3*2-06*1
K.D s thought the tea was

140 month

137 W

FOR RENT
Living
room
furniture
Reasonable prices, call 3520431 after 4 pm

campus

F rmt needed

HOUSES 4 APTS
FOR
RENT CALL 352-9378
THURSTIN MANOR
APARTMENTS
NOW LEASING
FOR SUMMER
AT SPECIAL RATES
phone 352-5435
WAYNE APARTMENTS
3524667 J52 3665

I bk from

*»KSlC»l »°vENIl"'f ■

PeierOToole Sophia Uren»no James toco in*, Arthur Hilleriiim

~•»

lope

ACROSS

THE MISSING
CHAPTER FROM THE

■«■-

i£i

May 4

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Foe* Line 372-2445

ThtHMlay. April 19, 1*73, n» M Nm/hp 1

Campus police blofter
Dale F Shaffer, director
of Campus Safety, said
yesterday a warrant for
arrest was issued Tuesday
for Sylvester H. Coleman.
19. Robinwood Ave . Toledo,
in connection with an
alleged assault on a student
in Tread way Hall on April 1
The student was struck on
the bead and required 10
stitches to close the wound
Coleman was arrested by
the Toledo police Monday
and charged with breaking
and entering >n Toledo He is
being held in Toledo
awaiting appearance in
Toledo court
Shaffer said the charges
were filed after a two-week
investigation by Campus
Safety. Coleman will be
brought to Bowling Green to
answer the assualt charges
after completion of the case
in Toledo
Campus Safety also
reported six bicycles were
stolen last weekend from
students living on campus.
l.i Roger A. Oaoust said
this is the time of year when
bicycle thefts increase He
advised bicycle owners to
lock their bikes, especially
in a bicycle parking area. to
check on them periodically.
and to register their
bicycles with city licenses,
available at the Campus
Safety office
Saturday at 12:07 a.m. a
driver for Pisanello's Pizza
reported to police that H

worth of pizzas were stolen
from his car outside
McDonald East residence
hall. Police have no
suspects.

POLICE ARRESTED five
persons Tuesday for driving
with expired licence plates.
A larceny was reported
Tuesday in which a blue
suede coat valued at no was
taken from 120 Overman

Benefit walkathon
slated for May 19
For students participating
in the annual "Walk for the
Handicapped
Children"
Saturday. May 19. it's time
to solicit sponsors to donate
money toward the walk.
Sponsors may pledge any
amount of money. For
example, if a sponsor
pledges 12 per mile and the
walker hikes 20 miles. $40
will go to handicapped
children
Walkers may solicit more
than one sponsor
Buses will be in front of
the University Union May 19
at 8 am to take participants
to Toledo, where the walk
will begin Participants will
then walk 20 miles to
Bowling Green

WBGU to air show
on voter turnouts
The reasons and possible
solutions for limited voter
turnouts will be discussed on
Ohio This Week-' to be
aired tonight at 7 30 on
WBGU-TV. Channel 57
Guests on the program
will include Joyce Kepke of
the Bowling Green League

Hall sometime between 1350p.m.
Bowling Green City Police
yesterday arrested two
Findlay College students for
stealing bicycles.
The pair were spotted
about 5 a.m. with the trunk
lid of their car open. They
were unable to produce any
proof of ownership of the car
or the bicycle, which
allegedly was parked
outside Kohl Hall.

of Women Voters. State
Representative Charles F.
Km less iK-Bowling Green I
and State Senator Marigene
Valiquette (D Toledo 1
Mel Martin. WBGU-TV
news director, and Steve
Brash. WBGU newsman,
will conduct the interview

mr

The fund-raising event is
sponsored by the Student
Council
for Exceptional
Children Any one interested
in participating should call
372-4065

NcwtftwlM by CoHSuM
It wot o co*« of man versus th« machine. Monty
farrtsh, freshman (M.), tap; and Tom Shambo,
freshman
(B.A.);
are
assisted
by
Chuck
Mamncako, sephomoi* (AAS). left,- and Tom
Hampton, senior (B. A I. right. Success! But only for
a whiio.

More than $4,500 was
collected from the walk last
vear

Nixon eases oil import regulations
WASHINGTON (AP1-I'resident Nixon removed oil
import limits yesterday in
a wide-ranging energy
proposal designed to end
fuel shortages that plagued
consumers last winter and
gasoline shortages that
threaten this summer.
In his message to Congress. Nixon also proposed
to end federal price regula
lions on new supplies of
natural gas He offered a

variety of measures, all
aimed at assuring U.S.
energy supplies for the
future and avoiding overreliance on foreign sources.
Nixon said deregulation of
natural gas would permit
prices of new gas to rise
But the consumer, he said,
would be protected against
sharp increases because
existing supplies would
remain at regulated levels
until their contracts expire.

HE WARNED that, if
present
trends continue
unchecked with U.S. energy
demand outracing new supplies, we could face a genu
me energy crisis."
The most immediate step
taken was his removal, by
proclamation, of present
quotas limiting imports ol
foreign oil
He said oil importers
could bring m as much as
permitted under current

IN OTHER major points
of his message, Nixon asked
Congress to deregulate the
price control of new natural

gas supplies on the interstate market by the Federal
I'ower Commission
To enable power plants to
continue burning coal, a
plentiful fuel. Nixon asked
the states to postpone
implementation of a
national air quality standard
designed to protect the
environment

Federal law requires
achievement of a separ.il>standard by 1975 for protecting public health but sets no
specific deadline for attaiaing the environmental
protection standards. At
least U states, however,
have proposed to meet both
standards by 1975

Canterbury Inn
Thursday Nite - 3 for 1
And 2 for 1
Plus Music by EFFIC

SEEKING EMPLOYMENT
Available NOW

Full-time or Part-time

Friday Special

Openings
which offer a

Rewarding Future

quotas without paying further tariffs He said they
may, however, import
petroleum in addition to the
1973 quota levels upon payment of a fee

South Side Six

For more information
Contact:

8 pack Pepsi

Happy Hour Prices
in effect ALL
Day and Night

16 oz.

WAYNE W. SNYDER
Ph - 358-7362 Anytime

SAVE35'

79*

pi"* Deposit - Reg. 4.14

Oiler Good ThurAoril 22

HRS. 9-11 WEEKDAYS
HRS. 9-11SUN.
HRS. 9-12 FRI.& SAT.

737 S. MAIN

3.52-8639

When you ask for McDonald's Quarter-Pounder or
Quarter-Pounder with Cheese, you've said a mouthful.
Matter of fact, you've said a lot of mouthfuls.

^~^3HH5C—^
Bowling Green State University

Parents Coming
- This Weekend?

An Affair & Fries
Reg. '1.15

Our EASTER BUFFET
is being served in
the Carnation Room

And A Fantastic Salad Bar
Price *4.25/person w/shrimp cocktail '5.25
Children »2.75

May We Make A Reservation
For You At 12:00-1:30 or 3:00 p.m
Call 372-2242

ONLY OS

Across From The Football Stadium
Now Open For Play!
(Weather Permitting)
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BGSU Golf Course
East Po« Road

Weekdays
BGSU Slud

ents

All Others

Phon* 372-2674

GREENS FEES
9 Holes
$1.50
3.00

ft

1050 S. MAIN & 1470 E. WOOSTER (across from Harshman)

THURSDAY SPECIAL

BOWLING CUCM, I>HM>

Prime Rib of Beef!
Au Jus

A SAMOWtCM VOUCAfU
ftf AU.V SIMM VOW
TtttM WTO.

18 Holes
$2.00
4.00

Weekends
BGSU Students
2.00
300
All Others
3.50
5.00
NOTE Student} Must Show ID'S 4 Validation

SEASON MEMBERSHIPS & GOLF LESSONS AVAILABLE!
(Visit or Phone The Pro Shop For Details)

«J/Tt*s M N.W.. Thu~*rv. AM 1*. 1*73

Track-men-tions

Crowd, Tinker were 'big'
By Daa Caiteday
Annual Sports Editor
More on last Saturdays'
track meet, in which
Bowling Green outdistanced
powerful Kent State and
Miami University:
One of the biggest
surprises had to be the
crowd, estimated at 1.200 by
Sports Information Director
I SID) Bob Movers He said
the student turnout of 900-

1.000 was '' impressive.''
An additional 300 adults
and children paid their way
into the meet, at $1 for
adults and SO cents for
children.
Moyers said charging
admission
was
an
experiment the Student
Athletic Committee advised
the athletic department to
conduct to raise money after
the University Budget
Council cut the amount of

Okla. forfeits contests

r|-Cn

NORMAN. Okla (AP) The University of Oklahoma
Sooners. the nation's No. 2ranked football team last
year, will forfeit nine of its
victories including its Sugar
Bowl triumph over Perm
State because of recruiting
irregularities.

Dova WottU barely boat Miami's Tom Doerr to tho finish lino
in last Saturday's milt relay, tho moot's last running ovont.
Tod Farvor, who ran tho third split, and Wottlo both ron 48.4
logs of tho mil* rolay. 'It was clow, Dave said aflor tho race.
'I thought I had him at tho final turn.'

Athletic

Director

Wade

Walker told a news
conference the school would
forfeit every game in which
freshman Kerry Jackson of
Houston. Tex., the top
quarterback this spring,
played
That will mean
Oklahoma will retain
victories over only Kansas
State. Iowa State and
Nebraska

Wallace, pass rediscovered
By Kenny White
Assistant Sports Editor
The pass .i commodity
ih.it the Bowling Green
gridders have linked since
ihe graduation ol rifle-arm
Vern Wireman-seems to
have tH'cn rediscovered by
the coaching si.iii in its
quest to build a league
championship team this fall
Last year Falcon quarterhacks completed only :I5 per
cent ol tneir passes (53 (or
14V i. while watching a
potent running game amass
over 2 500 yards
lit.
pass snalchers
I unshod the year with 53
receptions, good for 781
yards while the opposition
totalled 8-1 grabs lor 1.303

year before Rick Newman
was the team's leading
receiver with 25 grabs for
443 yards.
Wallace explained the new
dimension in BU's offensive
game and why it is working
so effectively in the spring
drills
"THE ONE NEW aspect
about our passing game is
that the quarterback is now
dropping
straight
back
Mislead of rolling out."
Wallace said "This action
isolates the receiver on one

Itix.l II WALLACE, the
Falcons split end who has
suffered
through two
seasons ol the passing
droughl. was all smiles after
niching a 70-yard I'D bomb
in (he teams first HUM

scrimmage

By Ed Hobson
Staff Writer

last

Saturdaj The lirsl offensive
unit completed eight ol 13

passlhg attempts
Wallace was III, s leading
receiver last year with 16
catches for 242 yards The

Women's lacrosse rules
differ from counferparts
By Mark Glover
Mention women s lacrosse
(o mosl males and they will
probably visualize a group of
big. burly women crashing
into each other in a
roughhouseinannei
Such a Visualization needs
to be erased
Actually, (he women's
game o( lacrosse differs
from the men's rough, body
contact style ol play Carol
Durentim. coach of the
women's team. said. The
body checking and blocking
common lo the men s game
is outlawed by the rules of

the girl's game
1)1 IRENT1NI
said she
thinks that rule difference
puts more emphasis on the
foot and slick skills in
women's lacrosse
There
are
other
differences that distinguish
the men's lacrosse play

areas and it creates a oneon-one situation "
In a practice last week,
Wallace skillfully exhibited
his pass catching abilities
and he showed why he's a
break-away threat
WALLACE CAUGHT a
perfect bullet from Held
I.ampni i on a quick slant-in
pattern, found an opening in
the middle and completely
out-raced his defender some
60 yards to pay dirt.
"1 like the one-on-one
situation." Wallace said. "I
leel that I can go against any
defender in this league "
With the pass looking as
though it will be a major

part of BG's "Clockwork
Orange." Wallace has set a
personal goal of 30
receptions next season
"1 really would like to get
over 30 grabs, but there are
I lot more responsibilities to
playing wide receiver I
want to help the team in
every way so that we can
win the championship."
Wallace said
Now that passing seems to
be finally gaining a little
popularity among the
coaching stall, the rejuvenation of the anemic Falcon
offense may very well lie in
experimenting with the drop
back and Wallace's catching
abilities

MOYERS

SAID

few

people expressed dissatisfaction with having to
pay to see Dave Wottle and
company perform
"We'll probably wait until
the end of the year to
determine what we'll do in
the future about charging
for non-revenue producing
sports." Moyers said
He said admission rates
for everyone, including
students, for the MAC track
championships here May 1819 will be announced
sometime next week
"One thing we're planning
to do is to install extra
seating That will bring the
seating to 2,700," Moyers
said.
Present seating capacity
is 1.200

a 14-10 win over the Falcon
football team last Oct. 17
Kent then won the MAC
title and a Tangerine Bowl
bid with a 4-1 record. BG
was second at 3-1-1.
Saturday Tinker won the
100 in a breeze, even slowing
down a( the end to see who
was close to him His 9.5
clocking was still only a
second off the Whittaker
track record
I wasn't really running."
he said "I got out in front,
relaxed, and just tried to
win "
Tinker said a football
injury to his big toe also
slowed him down
"My running right now is
mediocre." he said
"I
didn't go all out because of it
ithe injury i
Tinker, a junior transfer
from Memphis State, said
the Flashes are strong
enough in sprints to run with
his former school In fact,
he said Kent s goal is to win
the MAC 440 relay. 100 and

220. and finish in the top 10 in
the NCAA.
THE "GOLDEN Flash,"
who hopes to play pro
football or run pro track
after college tin that order),
said his goal this year is to
win the NCAA 220 and beat
cousin Larry Black of North
Carolina Central
"I haven't run against him
since high school." he said.
Tinker said Black will be
his main opposition in the
NCAA 220 One of his foes in
the 100 may be former
Memphis State teammate
Kd Hamlins

The closest race of the day
was the last one. the mile
relay, in which BG edged
Miami by one-tenth of a
second Wottle anchored and
nosed out the Redskins' Tom
Doerr at the line
Assistant coach Anjly
Jugan said Ted Farver set
up the race between Wottle
and Doerr with a 48 4 lap.
Wottle had the same time.

One of the stars of the
meet was United States
Olympic Gold medalist
Gerald Tinker, a member of
the winning U.S. 400-meter
relay team.
Tinker anchored the
Flashes' winning 440 relay
team and won 'he 100-yard
dash i in 9.5 seconds > and the
220(2181
"TINK," AS he is called
by his teammates, is the
same fellow who sped down
the left sideline 63 yards
with a punt return for a
touchdown giving Kent State

Roommates lead golfers

yards

■quad

defensive back instead of
letting the other defenders
roam to the side where the
passer rolls to."
With the rollout system
the Falcon passers were
using
last year, the
opposition could let its
safety roam freely, looking
lor the area overloaded with
BO receivers.
When the quarterback
rolled right or left as two or
three receivers flooded one
area, interceptions and incompletions were prevalent.
"I like the drop back
action.'
Wallace said
With the passer dropping
back all of the receivers can
go out lor passes in different

funds allotted to the athletic
department for next year.
The Bowling Green SID
said everyone at the athletic
department's weekly staff
meeting Tuesday was
pleased with the first results
of charging admission for a
regular season contest of a
non-revenue producing
sport

Irom women's.
The men have 10 team
players and the women have
12
The women's game
stresses a one-on-one
playing style as opposed to
the /.one defenses men
normally use
Also,
checking is more restricted
lor Ihe women (han the men
The rule differences (end
(o make the women's game
one that relies on agility,
without the physical contact
of Ihe men's game
DURENTINI
said
women's
lacrosse
thus
serves as an interesting
contrast to men's lacrosse
and is a type ol sports
ballet
The women stickers will
open their lacrosse season at
i iii p in this Saturday at
home against Oberlin
The match will be played
at the lacrosse field next (o
Ihe Health Center

If one wishes lo get an
insight on Bowling Green's
golf effort, the best (hing to
do would be to attentively
watch 145 BromfleM Hall
The
room's
(wo
occupants, Ken Wallers and
Mark McConnell, have been
making an enormous contribution to Coach John Piper's
links squad
The pair will be playing
first and second men (or BG
(his weekend at the Ohio
State Kepler Invitational
AFTER A reasonably
slow start. Walters expects
the goli (earn to gel at Ohio
Slate
"No one has really played
up to his potential yet. but
we've got real good players
and I think we'll come
along." he said
Last year, as a freshman,
Walters had the team's lowaverage (76 71 and was the
(irst (reshman (o receive
MVP honors in the history of
BG golf
His accomplishments on
the links include a third

place linish in last year's
MAC championship and
back-to-back fourth place
finishes in the 1971 and 1972
Ohio
Public
Links
Championships.
Before coming to BG,
Walters was first man and
three-year
letterman
at
Liberty High School in
Girard.Ohio
CONFIDENCE
and
maturity are the two most
important ingredients (or a
successful golfer. Walters
said.
"I think the biggest
improvement I've made has
been in my mental game
Golf is the kind of sport that
is 95 per cent mental and
only five per cent physical,"
he said.
When Wallers finds his
game slipping, he does no(
have (o go far for help
"Whenever
something
goes wrong 1 usually rely on
my roommate.
Mark
McConnell, to help me
correct it." he said
McConnell. a sophomore
from Coshocton. has been
playing with the best ol the

competition
season

so

far

(his

AFTER A shaky start at
the Miami Invitational, he
finished only two strokes off
the medalist pace at both
I' ■ Marshall and Ashland In
vitationals
Walters and McConnell
have been roommates for
two years.
"We met each other in a
lot of tournaments before we
came to college We got

f

along real well, so we
decided to room together.'"
McConnell said
"We know each other's
swings and attitudes on the
course real well, so it's a
great help when one of our
games gets in trouble."
Both
Walters and
McConnell think a good
(inish in this week's OSU
Kepler is essential for Ihe
team. It will be the nrsi
major tournament for the
Falcons this year.

Nawaphata by Thamaa D. UnaWi
Kant Slate sprint aca Gorald Tinkor hod no troublo
winning in last Saturday's triangular at Whittaker
Track. His only opposition cami from iHmmaln
Lan Turnar and Bill Mason.

FALL LEASES

HAVEN HOUSE MANOR APTS.

(Reduced Summer Lease Rates)

1515E.WOOSTER

Allyn Apts. - «•*«
And
Bumpus Dahms Apts. - ^{J1
•
•
•
•

2 Bedroom Units
Close to Campus
24 Hr. Office Hrs. • 7 days week
9 to 12 month Leases

Rental Office: Falcon Plaza Motel
Call 353-9863
352-1973

NEW BUILDING COMPLETED
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTSCOMPLETELY FURNISHED
MODELSUITE
CALL

352-7444

HOURS:
12-5
NOW
LEASING

'-'rt"l*tt*,*1-y,';'tt*!

Kappa Deltas are
proud of their new
initiate.

Be an ESCORT. Fill Out
This Blank and Mail To:

Kim Kibbee

W. R. Hathaway - 405 Student Services Bldg.

- FEATURING -

"A THEATRICAL MIRACLE!"
—Life Magazine

Name.

Room No.

Residence Hall

. Phone _

Hours you are volunteering for
Croy Gymnasium
Findlay College

DAY

TIME

Tickets available at B & G Drug Store. Findlav and
the Student Activities Office of Findlay College.
$3.50 each.

Performance 8 p.m. Tuesday, April 24

Questions? Call Randy Hathaway 372-1296

Thank

You

